What if you don’t know how to play?
Let the people say what they want to say,
You just try your best and play,

Just believe in yourself and make your day.

Just choose your favorite one,
And focus on it as much as you can,

One day, you’ll be the perfect one,
And will be able to achieve what you can.

There are many sports in this world,

Like basketball, swimming and tennis,
But to be a professional, you have to be bold,

And just practice, practice and practice.
Face the challenge that is proposed,

Practice and make sure not to lurk,
Don’t be sad if you lose, be composed,

And engage yourself in real hard work.

Aashvi Agarwal
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IX-A

Sports is a thing that I enjoy for the whole day,

Without getting bored
Just play! Play! Play!
For me sports is just like a dream,
That should keep on going

Till I get exhausted
And wish to quit.
Sometimes I wish to run like Ussain Bolt ,

Sometimes I wish to swim like Michael Phelps,
Sometimes I wish I could tackle like Messi.

Arvind Kedia

But at last I am just like me.
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Badminton, swimming, basketball

The cheering, and the jeering,

Special and exciting, all in all

How very enlightening.

To make a basket, or score a goal,

To have a medal to wear,

Always feels like winning some gold.

And a trophy to bear.

It doesn’t really ever get old.

That feeling is beyond compare.

To win, or to lose,
Is not for us to choose.

All we do is do our best,
And then we can leave the rest.

This is how we are out to test.

But most of all,

Even if we do fall,
We get back up,

To go win that cup.
Our goal is not to be a spoil sport
But rather to be a good sport.

Advika R Menon
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When I hear the word sports

When I take such notes
Whether it is hot or cold

I love sports

On this Earth
No matter what it is!

East or west
Sports is the best.

When I come to the field
Green and lushly field
Cool and soothing breeze

And I take my ease.
When it comes to soccer
We all turn into Messi or Ronaldo

Dhanesh Sivakumar

So enthusiastic and energetic
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I love sports.

IX-B

Swimming is my passion
It should be taught with compassion

Be it Spring, Autumn, Summer or Winter
I practise to become a world class swimmer.
Swimming makes me feel like a fish,
Except I won’t be served on a dish,

This sport doesn’t only improve your health,
But also saves me from certain death.
It provides me with an all round workout
As long as no proper technique I don’t float.

No matter which sport I try in the years to come,
Swimming will remain my favorite of them all and some.

R. Deepika
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Every ground is a war field,
Every race is a new seed,

Every man has his own dream,
Which at first impossible it would seem.
It is a war of joy and tears,
A conflict between expectations and fears.

‘That’s after all a game’- people would say
Not for me, it’s my lone pathway.
I have lost a lot , but more I have earned.

To fall is to rise, that’s what I have learnt.

Minakshi Madhukumar

Let go of the world, and the maximum you strive ,
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Don’t stop when tired, fight until alive.

IX-C

When I think of sports,
Unity is what comes to my mind,
Team work, will power and ability

Which are all related to our mentality.
Of course our strength is needed too,
But without these values no dream can come true.
Sports is what keeps us healthy,
And builds our immunity.

So take every opportunity,
Because our life is like a sport.

If you don’t,
Then you will lag behind and others won’t.

Irith Chaturvedi
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Someone asked me ,” what do you like the most?”
I replied with a gleam , it is sports.
So my most hated enemy made is rain,
A lot of time waste, in which I couldn’t train.

The crowd thought that it wasn’t my taste,
So it led me to prove that it wasn’t a waste.
Badminton is my greatest passion,

With a racquet in hand,
I go to a different dimension.
Basketball, hockey, swimming, cricket

At times, so fascinating it gets,
If it’s a daily routine,

You will be free, I bet!

Nandini Bansal
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Whistle blew,

Players flew.
In the hot sun

For all the matches won.
For every time those shoes I put on,
All my worries are already gone
Every time I play time flies

The most content feeling in my heart it lies.
Then win or lose

Harish B

I will stay brave,
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Because sports is all I crave.

X-A

I step on the block,

My heart running a mile

It teaches you the value of time

This race is against the clock

It teaches you sportsmanship

To make the hard work worthwhile.

It makes you work hard
For swimming , holds you in its grip.

I look across the clear water
The audience now cheering, a dull roar

Its just me and the blue water,
through which I shall soar.
The breathlessness, the burn,
The tiredness, the nerves,

All this you need to earn
When you join this sport.

Poornima J Menon
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People say sports is a drag

What about money , what about family?

In our studies it makes us lag

What about business? Come to reality

Running turns into a compulsion

But I want to run, I want to play,

From the field, we feel a repulsion.

This thing called sports all day.

For me sports is freedom

Leaves me with the feeling of fun
Chases away the sense of boredom
I love to run.
But I have an issue

I can’t play for life
All it takes is an injury

To make my family strict.

Siddhesh Natarajan
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Be it in the ground,
Be it in a pool;

Be it on the tracks ,
You are the king and you rule.
When I am sad,

When I am angry,
It is to you I come

And it is you who heals me.
When I see that finish line,
When I kick that winning goal

The satisfaction I get,
Is beyond all control.

Diya Bimal Patel

In sports I can get all that I want ,
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Success, satisfaction, hype and galore!

X-B

They are men of war
All full of scar
Scars of sweat and practice,

Upholding spirit and sport.

Different sports, different phase of learning
Different equipment too.

In sports we start as a team
And finish like a family.

They bow to victory
Raise from the ashes of loss
Like the phoenix, with strength and courage.
Sports teaches man to cross his bars,

Sports moulds him to face the world
And even far beyond

S Neha

For it’s sports after all.
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Sports gives me happiness,

And it also gives me fitness
With which I get stronger,

And a lot smarter.
Sports is full of tactics

Sports is something I always like to do,

And I am stuck to it with glue.
Sports is full of fun

And here my poem about sports is done.

Which we get with a lot of practice
I love to play table tennis

And I also play lawn tennis.
My favorite sport is cricket
And always when I bowl, I get a wicket.
For sports there are a lot of courts

Sowris S Kumar

As there are many types of sports.
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Tick . Tick . Tick.
The crowd roars.
Tick . Tick . tick.

It’s our time to soar;
Tick . Tick . Tick.
The ticking continues,

On the track;
The ticking continues even in the pool;
The ticking always continues;

I am a swimmer,
I am a runner,
I am a player,

Above all, I am an athlete;
Sports gives us meaning.
Something to fight for,
Sports gives us meaning
Something to stand tall for.

Sweat trails down,

Mind in sheer concentration,
The sport is mine to own

As everyone looks in admiration

Kirtana Anantharaman
2656
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My best companion,
Always keeps me happy
Never lets me grow fat

Makes me stink at times,
Also, makes me bleed
Sometimes into the water,
At times on the track.
Always amazed me,
Makes me happy,
Tired at times.

But never fails

Prachi Dokania

To put a smile on my face.
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I love cricket,
When I play it, I don’t like to lose my wicket.
I love hockey,

That is when I get a lot of energy.
To be a good player,
I should be smart.

if I win a game,
I would get good name.
To win a race,

I should keep up the pace.
If you think sports is fun.
You will be as fast as a bullet out a gun.

J A Nithin
2471

X-D

Dear Sports,
You are a fort of happiness

Who gives in return fitness,
That makes me feel immortal

Cause the fact is you are important.

You are the medicine for my ailment
And you stuck in my heart

Your very feeling
Makes me dwell in that very ground!

I forget all my worries
Thinking about all my queries
Of achieving
My goals set for you.
Your absence,
Makes me insane
And dulls me away
Cause the fact is that you are important.

Samritha R
2651
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My favorite sport is cricket,
I like to play with wicket.

While playing I remember tennis racket
This is why I like sports.
Sports gives me happiness

As it gives me fitness
It makes me smarter

As I become sharper.
My life is full of sports,
I like to ride in a boat.
Sports is a game of life,
As it cuts my queries of life.

Varun Todi
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